Separating content from style is a fundamental problem in authorship attribution to represent topic independent personal style of authors. Previous work often ignores this problem by imposing strong but unrealistic assumptions or artificially determines a set of predefined stylistic structures. This paper proposes to separate topic and style based on neural multi-task learning. Our target is to learn separate representations for topic and style respectively. In addition to authorship attribution as the main task, we introduce a novel auxiliary task topic approximation to guide the learning of topic representations with the topic distributions inferred by topic models, which are trained from external corpus. Moreover, we propose a competitive attention mechanism and a separation-reconstruction constraint to assign different and competitive attentions to two tasks in order to separate topic and style as much as possible. Evaluation results demonstrate that the proposed multi-task learning based method is promising, especially on crosstopic settings. We found that topic approximation can help capture topical content and the competitive attentions benefit topic-style separation. It is encouraging since our model separates topic and style in a probabilistic way and doesn't require human intervention.
I. INTRODUCTION
Authorship attribution is the task to identify the author of a text given a set of candidate authors and their writing samples. This task has drawn much attention, because it has broad applications in many fields, such as determining the author of a disputed text in literary research [12] , [14] , forensic linguistics [30] and information security [2] .
The key of authorship attribution is to effectively capture the personal style of authors, which is also called stylometry. Ideally, the personal writing style should be independent with topics and genres [32] . However, topic and style are usually mixed together. Topic determines what content to write, while style controls how to express the content. As a result, separating topic and style is always a challenging problem in authorship attribution.
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Many studies assume that the unknown writing samples and the texts under investigation belong to the same topic and ignore the effect of topics. In this way, authorship attribution is cast as a pure data driven closed-set classification problem. The modern machine learning is good at finding discriminative patterns so that the classification accuracy can be very high, but these patterns would be unavoidably related to specific content, even overfit some bias of the datasets. In reality, authors can certainly write about new topics and the previous learned models perhaps do not work anymore.
Other approaches try to separate topic and style in deterministic ways. Feature based methods explore statistics of functional words (i.e., articles, prepositions, punctuation, etc.), lexical length or word richness as features and exclude specific content words [18] , [29] . Reference [32] proposed a topic distortion approach to mask topic information before feature extraction by removing uncommon words according to a predefined threshold. However, usage preferences of FIGURE 1. Multi-task learning framework with topic approximation as an auxiliary task to topic-style separation for authorship attribution.
non-function words could also reflect properties of authors. Eliminating these signals completely would result in less discriminative power.
There is work in the field of text generation trying to separate topic and style for style transformation [15] , [27] , which aims to change the style of generated text, meanwhile, preserve the content. But their current settings mostly focus on simple styles like sentiment, yet the writing style is much more complex involving many aspects of factors.
This paper proposes a multi-task learning approach to topic-style separation for authorship attribution. Figure 1 illustrates our main idea. Since we want to separate topic and style, we assume that a text can be represented in two views: the topic representation and the style representation, as shown in the dashed line surrounded box.
To get proper topic and style representations, we design to optimize two tasks. The style representation is used for the main task authorship attribution, which is cast as a classification problem. The topic representation is responsible to capture content information. Instead of manually annotating topics of texts, we propose a novel auxiliary task: topic approximation, which is to guide the topic representation towards the topic distribution inferred by unsupervised trained topic models. Thus, topic supervision is available and no human labor is needed.
Moreover, we propose a competitive attention mechanism in a multi-task multi-attention manner, which assigns different and competitive attention scores to different tasks, as demonstrated in Figure 2 (a). Therefore, the topic and style representations are forced to be as different as possible. The separation is in a probabilistic way rather than a deterministic way. To further enhance interactions between two representations, we add a separation reconstruction constraint to preserve the meaning of a text, as shown in Figure 2 (b).
To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions.
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose multi-task based topic-style separation for authorship attribution. We present a neural multi-task learning framework and introduce a novel auxiliary task: topic approximation.
• We propose a competitive attention mechanism by assigning different and competitive attentions to the topic approximation task and the authorship attribution task. We also incorporate a separation-reconstruction constraint. They work together to learn divergent but correlated topic and style representations.
• We conduct experiments on a new cross-topic dataset and the IMDb62 dataset. The results show that the proposed approach achieves superior performance in cross-topic settings and comparable results on IMDb62 dataset. The effectiveness of competitive attention and separation-reconstruction are verified. Qualitative analysis shows that the topic approximation task and the competitive attention mechanism do help topic-style separation. The observations are easy to be explained and consistent with intuition.
II. RELATED WORK
The major efforts in authorship attribution focus on exploring representations that can effectively capture and quantify the personal style of authors. Various discrete features have been explored including lexical, syntactic, discourse, unigram, bigram or characterbased features and document or author topics [6] , [7] , [16] , [19] , [24] , [26] , [29] , [34] , [35] .
One great issue to be concerned in authorship attribution is the interference of topic. Ideally, the personal writing style should be insensitive to the topic or the genre. Therefore, topic-style separation plays an important role for cross-topic authorship attribution. Previous work on cross-topic authorship attribution could be classified into three categories.
The first category of approaches use a set of content independent features. Reference [16] demonstrated the effectiveness of POS (part of speech) based features through experiments on small corpus. Reference [9] and [17] found that function words can be used as a kind of effective features in cross-topic conditions. Reference [31] explored a variety of content free features, including length of words or sentences, vocabulary richness measures, function word frequencies. But they demonstrated that character n-grams are more effective features to represent the stylistic properties of text. Reference [18] found that not all function words are topic independent.
The second category of approaches try to deterministically mask content information. Reference [10] filtered words below a certain frequency threshold and only remained their POS tags to eliminate the interference of topic. Reference [32] proposed a text distortion solution. Before extracting features, conversion operations are performed to mask the information that may be specific to a topic such as dates, numbers and low frequency words. Reference [33] attempted to mask words that are ranked high in topics using predefined threshold.
The third category of approaches attempt to use sub-word features to reduce the affect of topic words. Reference [21] conducted an in-depth study of character n-grams, tested the performances of various character n-grams features, such as affix n-grams and punctuation n-grams. Reference [22] presented a domain adaptation model based on structural correspondence learning. Their results showed that punctuationbased character n-grams can be used as the excellent pivot features.
Recently, neural networks are adopted for authorship attribution to automatically learn task specific distributed representations. Reference [3] used a multi-head recurrent neural network (RNN) as the basic framework. Reference [8] proposed a neural language model based approach. Reference [20] presented a multi-channel convolutional neural network (CNN) model, which integrates character embeddings and word embeddings. Reference [28] fed character n-grams as input into a CNN for authorship attribution of short texts. Reference [23] made use of a shallow neural network architecture to obtain the continuous representations of n-grams as features. However, most neural network based approaches mainly treat authorship attribution as an end to end classification problem and pay less attention to topicstyle separation.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD A. OVERVIEW
A text can be viewed as a combination of topic and style. Topic determines the content to write about, while style reflects the author's specific way to manipulate words. The core idea in this paper is to learn separate topic representation and style representation for a given text. We propose a multi-task approach to jointly optimize the main task authorship attribution and an auxiliary task topic approximation, as shown in Figure 1 .
Specially, the topic approximation task is to guide the topic representation to approximate the topic distribution of the text. The topic distribution is inferred by task independent topic models, which are learned unsupervisedly on external corpus. In this way, our framework brings in supervision to guide topic-style separation, and does not need human effort to data annotation.
The topic-style separation part is to generate distributed representations of topic and style respectively. The style representation is used for the main task: authorship attribution, while the topic representation is for the auxiliary task: topic approximation.
We propose two ideas to achieve topic-style separation: the competitive attention mechanism and the separationreconstruction constraint. Figure 2 illustrates the two ideas.
Competitive attention is an extension of the attention mechanism, which is learning to assign different weights to different tokens. Here, we utilize attention to allocate the shared text representation to get separate representations for topic and style. If a word has a high attention for one task, it would be assigned a low attention for the other task. In other words, the two representations compete for the attention of every word.
The separation-reconstruction constraint introduces another reconstruction cost in addition to optimizing the above two tasks. We expect the topic and style representations could reconstruct the shared text representation to preserve the original meaning.
B. COMPETITIVE ATTENTION FOR TOPIC-STYLE SEPARATION
Recurrent neural network (RNN) is suitable to handle sequential data to capture long-range dependencies. We use RNN as the basic architecture in this work.
1) ATTENTION BASED LSTM
The attention mechanism in RNN was first proposed for machine translation [4] and is widely used in other tasks.
Given a text, its words are converted to word embeddings, which are dense real value vectors. The input text can be represented as a matrix W = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) ∈ R d×n , where d is the embedding dimension and n is the number of tokens in the text. We use Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [11] as the basic memory cell. At time step t, LSTM takes the hidden state from the previous time step and the word embedding from the current step as input, and produces a new hidden state,
The whole sequence produces n hidden states represented as H = (h 1 , . . . , h n ). We first get u i , a hidden representation of h i , through a one layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP).
Then, a context vector u c is introduced to compute the weights of the tokens.
where u c is shared by all texts and randomly initiated and updates during training.
With the attention vector α = [α 1 , . . . , α n ], the final representation of the text is the weighted sum of the hidden states,
2) COMPETITIVE ATTENTION
The standard attention mechanism is suitable for getting a single representation of a text. In our scenario, we want to get two representations for topic and style respectively. Our solution is to use different attentions on the shared representation to get task specific representations. We introduce the competitive attention mechanism to enhance competing between two representations. Given the hidden states H = (h 1 , . . . , h n ), the competitive attentions are two attention vectors α = [α 1 , . . . , α n ] and β = [β 1 , . . . , β n ] for computing representations for task T 1 and task T 2 . We first compute α according to the standard attention mechanism. S α is the sorted m(1 ≤ m ≤ n) distinct values in α, R α = [r 1 , . . . , r n ] is the rank of α i among the m values. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Let
.
The final representations for T 1 and T 2 are 
In this way, the units with high attention weights for task T 1 would contribute more to the representation for task T 1 but contribute less for task T 2 .
In implementation, we first compute an attention weights vector α = [α 1 , . . . , α n ] for topic approximation task and then compute the attentional weights vector β accordingly for the authorship attribution task.
C. SEPARATION-RECONSTRUCTION CONSTRAINT
By now, we have got separate representations for topic and style. We hope the separation doesn't shift the meaning. Therefore, we use a separation-reconstruction constraint and expect the original representation could be reconstructed by the topic representation and the style representation.
The original representation. We concatenate the hidden representations H = (h 1 , . . . , h n ) to get a d × n dimension vector h o as the original representation of a text.
The hidden representations. We use the topic representation h * topic and the style representation h * style produced by competitive attentions as the hidden representations. The dimension is d.
The reconstructed representation. h * topic and h * style are concatenated and then mapped to a d × n vector to get the reconstructed representation h r , i.e., h r = M [h * topic , h * style ] + b . Reconstruction loss. We first compute the Manhattan distance D between h r and h o . Then we compute the loss
D. MULTI-TASK LEARNING FOR AUTHORSHIP ATTRIBUTION
We formulate authorship attribution through a multi-task learning approach on the basis of the topic representation h * topic and the style representation h * style .
1) THE MAIN TASK: AUTHORSHIP ATTRIBUTION
We use h * style for authorship attribution. h * style is connected to a softmax layer to get a distribution over candidate authors. The cross-entropy is used as the loss function for classification.
2) THE AUXILIARY TASK: TOPIC APPROXIMATION
Given a text, we use a pre-trained topic model to infer its topic distribution θ over K topics. The topic model is based on the LDA model [5] but with a background model to capture common words so that the extracted topics generally assign higher probabilities to content words.
We use a fully connected network to map h * topic to a K dimension vector and then normalize this vector with a softmax layer to get an approximated topic distribution θ . The loss function for this task is the cross-entropy between θ and θ .
In addition, we can also incorporate the loss function of the separation-construction constraint described in Section III-C. The final loss function is a weighted sum of the three loss functions. 
IV. EXPERIMENT A. DATASETS
We conduct experiments on two datasets: the IMDb62 dataset [25] and Novel8, which has 8 novelists and was built by us.
IMDb62 Dataset. IMDb62 contains 62,000 movie reviews by 62 authors, each of which has 1000 reviews. We randomly divided each author's reviews into training set (80%) and test set (20%).
To verify the ability of resisting the influence of topics, we selected a subset of instances from the test set, denoted as IMDb62-Hard. We observe that every author has one review on one movie at most in IMDb62. We chose the reviews in the whole test set that the commented movies appear in the training set but were commented by other users so that this test dataset is more challenging compared with the whole test. In this way, we have 6000 test reviews. Novel8 Dataset. Novel8 consists of novels written by 8 novelists. Each novelist has at least 4 novels and at most 19 novels. They were born in different decades, from 1890 to 1960. Two of them are female.
We divided every novel into segments and each segment is required to contain no more than 200 tokens. But the sentences should be complete. In other word, if adding the next sentence to the current segment would violate the length limit, we would end this segment and put the next sentence into a new started segment.
We use the strategy shown in Figure 3 to build the training set and the test set for each novelist. We first divided the novels of each novelist into two subsets: Subset 1 and Subset 2. We then sampled segments from Subset 1 as the training set. We created two types of test sets.
• Homologous test: The segments come from Subset 1 but are not in the training set.
• Heterologous test: The segments come from Subset 2 so that these segments have no direct relation to the training set.
We combined the train sets and test sets for each novelist together to form the final training set and two test sets. The heterologous test set emphasizes the evaluation of cross-topic authorship attribution, while the homologous test set is used for reference. The statistics of the Novel8 dataset is listed in Table 1 .
B. COMPARISONS
We compare with the following systems.
(1) Single-Task Learning Systems
• Manual Features:
We follow the feature set proposed by [29] and train a support vector machine classifier. The features include the ratio of punctuation marks, the mean number of characters, vocabulary richness, syntactic features and so on.
• Text Distortion: We implemented the method proposed by [32] , which conducts a sequence of conversions to mask special types of entities like numbers and low frequency words.
• CNN-CharNgrams: We implemented the CNN-based model following [28] using character n-grams as input.
• CNN-WordPOS: We implemented another CNN-based model following [10] , which uses the concatenation of word embeddings and POS encodings as input.
(2) Multi-Task Learning Systems
• Representation Sharing: We use the attention based LSTM to get text representations, which are shared by two tasks and mapped directly to task specific output layers.
• Independent Attention (IA): Following the static taskattentive encoding described in [36] , IA assigns independent attention weights for two tasks to get different task specific representations.
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
All neural network models implemented by ourselves are based on TensorFlow [1] . We set the dimension of embeddings and hidden states of LSTM to 50 for novel8 and 300 for IMDb62. We use pre-trained word embeddings to initialize the embeddings. The optimizer is Adam [13] . We trained LDA topic models using a novel corpus consisting of 409 novels for the Novel8 dataset and a dump from Wikipedia for the IMDb62 dataset. The number of topics K is set to 200. For both datasets, we only keep the most frequent 50,000 tokens.
On both datasets, we sampled 20% instances from the training set as the validation set to tune parameters for all systems.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We use accuracy as the evaluation metric. Table 2 presents the system comparison results.
1) NEURAL METHODS VS. FEATURE-BASED METHODS
Neural methods outperform feature-based methods on all datasets with large margins. But the feature based methods are generally stable across datasets. In contrast, the performance of neural models drop sharply on the novel8 heterologous test set. The performance on IMDb62-Hard also drops. This indicates that neural models have much better ability to discover discriminative patterns comparing with manual feature design. But the patterns learned by neural models might be datasets specific and are unavoidable related to topics. As a result, the shift of topic affects the performance obviously.
2) PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-TASK LEARNING MODELS
The results show that the multi-task settings with topic approximation as an auxiliary task have superior performance comparing with single task systems on Novel8 test sets and comparable results on IMDb62 test sets.
We first look at the results on Novel8. On the heterologous test set, we observe the following trends. First, using separate topic and style representations performs better compared with using shared representations. Second, competitive attention demonstrates to be more effective compared with using independent attentions. The improvement can reach to 1.8% on Novel8 Heterologous test set and 1% on IMDb62-Hard. Third, combining the competitive attentions and separationreconstruction constraint achieves the best performance compared with other multi-task settings.
On the homologous test set, the multi-task learning approaches also get better performance, which exceeds our expectation. This means that the learned style representations are discriminative. Notice that we do not remove topic words from style representations but just decrease their impacts and force the model to learn discriminative patterns related to non-topic words. On one hand, this may reduce the risk of overfitting specific topics and improve the performance on texts that do not have much topic related content. On the other hand, some topics might be shared by multiple authors. These topics would be less involved in style representations.
The improvements on IMDB62 and IMDB62-Hard is small. There are two main reasons. The first reason is that all the texts have similar themes. Most reviews concentrate on aspects such as actors/actresses/directors, plots, music and personal feelings. This is not a very good cross-topic setting. In addition to language styles, the authors' personal interests (e.g., special preferences on some directors or movie genres) provide signals to distinguish them. Another reason is due to the informal language used in reviews. For example, some users use oh my god, and some other users use oh my! or oh man to express similar feelings. The ways of using informal language are often personal. It is not surprising that the n-gram of words or characters related features are good enough to capture such surface clues. In contrast, the novels in Novel8 cover much diverse topics and are written in formal ways so that this dataset is more challenging. Table 3 illustrates the preferred topics, top topic words and token level topic attentions for a sample text in IMDb62. The text has high probabilities on Topic 96 (prob=0.46), Topic 18 (prob=0.29) and Topic 10 (prob=0.1) among the learned topic models. We can understand these topics from their high probability topic words. In addition, the topic attention weights on tokens based on the competitive attention mechanism is shown below the topic words. The tokens with higher attention weights have darker background.
E. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 1) TOPIC MODELS AND TOPIC ATTENTIONS
We can see that the words with high topic attention weights also have higher probabilities in the shown topic language models, such as show, music, television. This indicates that topic approximation successfully guides the topic representation towards the topic distribution of the text. On the other hand, let us see the tokens with small topic attention weights. Many of them are common function words such as those, gone, little and punctuation. The properties of these words are widely used in previous feature based methods. Some common verbs such as like, become and pronouns also have low topic attention weights. These words are not sensitive to topics but could reflect personal styles in some degree.
2) TOPIC WORDS, STYLE WORDS AND SWING WORDS
Beyond in the isolated text, we look at all texts in order to find words with high topic/style attentions globally. For every text, we select the top k% and last k% words according to their topic attention weights. For each word, we compute a topic score t_score and a style score s_score: t_score(w) = #docs that w in top k% #docs contain w
s_score(w) = #docs that w in last k% #docs contain w
The words having high t_score are used as topic words, while the words having high s_score are often used as style words. We compute the two scores for the words that appear in more than 50 reviews in IMDb62. Table 4 shows the representative words when k is set to 20. We can see that these words mostly match our intuition. The topic words mostly reflect content, while style words are mostly adverb and preposition.
We check words that have been ranked among both top 20% and last 20% in different texts. Table 4 lists some of these swing words. Some swing words are interesting that they may have multiple meanings (such as time and second) and could be used as different syntactic roles (e.g., fact could be topic related in a text related to a law case, while in the phrase in fact, it is not content dependent and perhaps reflects personal styles.).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a multi-task learning approach to topic-style separation for cross-topic authorship attribution. We introduce a novel auxiliary task topic approximation to guide the learning of topic representations with unsupervised trained topic models. Moreover, we propose the competitive attention mechanism and the separation-reconstruction constraint to separate topic and style. Evaluation results demonstrate that the topic approximation driven multi-task learning based method is promising especially on cross-topic settings. The competitive attention mechanism are shown to be effective and explainable.
